The purpose of image fusion is to merge a substantial amount of information, such as contour, texture and intensity distribution information from original images, with a fusion image. To retain a considerable amount of the fusion image while retaining the texture details of the source image and maintaining the edge of the source image, this paper proposes an improved infrared and visible image fusion algorithm that is based on total variation. First, source infrared and visible light images and a difference image were decomposed by a total variation model, and their respective cartoon and texture components were acquired. A fitness function was solved according to the entropy, standard deviation and edge similarity of the infrared and visible light images. The optimal combination weight of various kinds of texture and cartoon components was sought via a wolf pack intelligence optimization algorithm to acquire the final fusion results with high-quality contrast ratio and edge details. The experimental results indicate that the proposed method not only can preserve edge contour information about the original image but also can effectively retain its texture detail information. The method is superior to the traditional multiscale and sparse representation fusion method with regard to various indicators, such as subjective visual effect, mutual information, gradient information, structural similarity and visual sensitivity.
I. INTRODUCTION
To satisfy actual application requirements, many valid methods are applied to imaging of the same scenario in different circumstances. Pixel-level multisource image fusion can take advantage of input data information and preserve a larger amount of more target and scenario information in the source image. Infrared and visible light image fusion is one of the most important applications of pixel-level multisource image fusion [1] , [2] . An infrared image can distinguish the target from the background according to the radiation difference and can exert a satisfactory effect even at night in all kinds of climatic conditions. A visible light image can provide detailed information with high spatial resolution and The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Gangyi Jiang. definition [3] . Therefore, their fusion is conducive to the combination of thermal radiation information about an infrared image and texture detail information about a visible light image [4] .
Existing infrared and visible light image fusion methods can be divided into the transform domain method and the spatial domain method. The transform domain-based fusion method is the current mainstream infrared and visible light image fusion method, whose main idea is to map the source images to be fused from the spatial domain into one sparser transform domain, conduct corresponding fusion in this transform domain according to some fusion principles, and acquire the fusion results after inverse transformation. The main related methods include the Wavelet Transform (WT) [5] , Curvelet Transform (CT) [6] , Non-Sampled Contourlet Transform (NSCT) [7] , Non-Sampled Shearlet Transform (NSST) [8] , [9] , Directionlet Transform [10] , empirical mode decomposition [11] , internal generative mechanism [12] , multiresolution singular value decomposition [13] , Tetrolet Transform (TT) [14] , Top-hat transform [15] , Sparse Representation (SR) [16] and Total Variation (TV) decomposition method [17] - [19] . The spatial domain method directly extracts useful information from fusion in the spatial domain without a decomposition or reconstruction step and includes the significance fusion method and subspace-based fusion method [8] , [20] - [22] .
Transform domain methods are divided into a sparse representation method and multiscale method [4] . The former is an effective tool for characterizing a human visual system with the objective of learning over-complete dictionaries from large and high-quality natural images, and the source image can be sparsely represented by the learner's dictionary to enhance meaningful and stable image representation. The emphasis of the sparse representation method is the construction of over-complete dictionaries, sparse acquisition of sparse coding and improvement in fusion rule-making. In the sparse representation method, however, the source image usually needs to be cut into image blocks, during which the correlation between two image blocks may be disregarded and cause a loss of detail information. Therefore, the sparse representation-based fusion method has certain defects in the aspect of detail preservation.
In the multiscale method, the flexible selection of a proper primary function is challenging. These functions will likely provide the optimal representation of source image information. Yan et al. [23] proposed an infrared and visible light image fusion method that is based on the spectrogram wavelet transform, which can describe irregular regions of an image. Chai et al. [5] fused infrared and visible light images based on the quaternion algebra wavelet transform and popularized the wavelet transform model. Meng et al. [24] proposed an infrared and visible light image fusion that is based on object region detection and the NSCT, and the fusion model can acquire a clear object and preserve the details and visual artifacts in an image. Adu et al. [25] proposed a kind of fusion method that is based on the NSCT and gradient feature combination, which can not only extract target information in the infrared image but also preserve details in a visible light image. Yin et al. [8] proposed an improved shift-invariant dual-tree complex shear let transform method to achieve IR and visible light image fusion and employed the sparse representation method to establish fusion rules. Zhu et al. [15] presented a multiscale infrared and visible light image fusion method that is based on the improved Top-hat transform model, which highlights the object of an infrared image and preserves more detail information about a visible light image than the traditional multiscale method. Song et al. [13] used multiresolution SVD to decompose the source image into smoother and more refined subimages for fusion. In recent years, deep learning has demonstrated a state-of-the-art performance in various fields, such as computer vision, pattern recognition, and image processing.
Liu et al. [3] summarized and prospected recent advances in deep learning in image fusion. They proposed a method that is based on convolutional neural networks, which can address activity level measurement and weight assignment in infrared and visible image fusion to overcome the difficulty of manual design [26] , [27] . The final fusion result will likely contain more contour and texture information about the source image without artifacts or noise. These traditional multiscale fusion methods disregarded different imaging characteristics between infrared images and visible light images, and the use of the same representation for their source images will generate a negative effect on the fusion image.
Total variation models can divide the source image into cartoon components and texture components; the former includes contours of original information, and the latter includes details of original information. Designing and optimizing fusion rules of the corresponding components is the critical problem of this type of fusion methods. Total variation-based infrared and visible light image fusion has become a branch of related studies. Ma et al. [19] proposed the gradient transfer fusion method, which is based on gradient transfer and total variation minimization and can be used to preserve thermal radiation information about an infrared image and appearance information about a visible light image. Ma et al. [17] utilized a total variation minimization model to fuse infrared and visible light images, and by constraining the fusion result, he realized the minimization of the similarity pixel density in an infrared image and the similarity gradient in a visible light image. Ma et al. [14] employed the total variation model to decompose the source image, implemented fusion using a saliency map in accordance with the fusion rules, and combined the processed base layer and detail layer to acquire the fusion result. These studies are based on total variation minimization; their essential difference is the improvement in fusion rule selection. The swarm intelligence optimization algorithm was introduced to optimize components after the total variation decomposition and improve the fusion rules. As a new swarm intelligence optimization algorithm, the wolf pack algorithm is especially applicable to solving high-dimensional multipeak complicated functions and has realized optimized applications to medicine, 3D sensors, intelligent neural networks, water conservancy and hydropower by the advantages of global convergence and robust calculations. Even though the algorithm was proposed very late with a short shaping time, it has attracted an increasing amount of attention with better performance than other algorithms and has been gradually recognized as another highly efficient algorithm that is applicable to nonlinear optimization problems. A total variation modelbased infrared and visible light image fusion method that combines wolf pack intelligence optimization algorithm was proposed in this paper. First, the total variation model was used to decompose the source image and difference image into cartoon and texture components, which consisted of l 1 data fidelity terms and total variation regularization components. Because infrared sensor characteristics contained additional edge contour information about the infrared image opposite the visible light image, the visible light image was reduced from the infrared image to acquire additional features or regions that do not exist in the source visible light image and preserve the same cartoon components and improve the total fusion quality. The fitness function was solved according to the entropy, standard deviation and edge similarity of infrared and visible light images. The wolf pack intelligence optimization algorithm was used to determine the optimal combination weight of all kinds of texture and cartoon components and acquire the final fusion result with a high contrast ratio and edge details. The prominent contributions of the proposed fusion method based on the total variation are stated as follows:
(1) The wolf pack intelligence optimization algorithm is introduced in the total variation decomposition model to improve the fusion rules and fusion quality; (2) Difference image components are added to the fusion image to better extract differential feature information between infrared light images and visible light images; (3) The information quantity, contrast ratio and edge preservation of the fusion result determine its quality to a great extent. The product of the characteristic indicators-information entropy, standard deviation and edge preservation-are considered the fitness function of the wolf pack algorithm, which better guarantees the fusion quality; (4) The adaptive step size is introduced in the searching, summoning and beleaguering process of the wolf pack algorithm to accelerate the convergence rate and guarantee coverage of the algorithm searching; (5) The component weight combination form is directly employed to acquire the final results, avoid the reconstruction operation of traditional fusion methods and improve the fusion efficiency and quality.
The work is explained in 5 sections as follows: section two introduces the background of total variation decomposition and its steps in infrared and visible light image fusion; section three provides the weight optimization method of the wolf pack algorithm and the acquisition process of the fitness function; section four consists of an infrared and visible light image fusion experiment, analysis and discussion; and the final section provides the conclusions.
II. TOTAL VARIATION MODEL DECOMPOSITION
The total variation model has been extensively investigated in various fields of image processing, and its application not only is restricted to image denoising but also involves image deblurring and image repair. Compared with traditional image denoising methods, the TV model has effectively solved the eclectic difficulty between image denoising and edge information preservation. However, in the field of image fusion, the TV model is not an appropriate model. Based on the characteristics of the fidelity term and the regularization term in the total variation model, infrared and visible light images are decomposed into texture and cartoon components. The texture component reflects the details of the image, while the cartoon component reflects the edge contour information of the image. Similar to the role of multi-scale decomposition in image fusion, after decomposing into these two components, it is more conducive to later fusion and improve the quality of fusion results. According to the optimized weight combination of the component characteristics, the results of both the clear edge and texture are acquired, and the total variation model has certain advantages in anti-noise robustness.
Assume that the infrared image I inf is a noiseless source image, then the total variation problem can be expressed as [28] :
where T inf is the texture component of the infrared image; and C inf is the cartoon component of the infrared image. The minimization function of the TV-l 1 model is defined as follows [28] :
The solution of this expression is C * inf , namely, the cartoon component of the infrared image. The first term in equation (2) defines the regularization term of the cartoon component of the infrared image, and the second term defines the fidelity term, which forces the cartoon component to approximate the original image. λ is the regularization parameter, which realizes equilibrium between the regularization term and the fidelity term. is the 2D image.
The gradient descent method is used to acquire the optimal solution of the minimization problem in equation (2):
where (i, j) is the position of the pixel point in the infrared image; the parameters ∇ + and ∇ − are the forward difference and backward difference, respectively. C ij is the gradient value,n is the number of iterations, m and n are distances in two coordinate directions on the image grids, t is the variable quantity of time, and ϕ and ε are minimal values.
Computational formula of texture component in the infrared image is:
The total variation model decomposition steps of the visible light image and difference image are identical with the previously mentioned infrared image decomposition steps.
The components T vis and C vis of the visible light image and the components T dif and C dif of the difference image are acquired. Fig. 1 (c)-1(i) show the total variation model decomposition results of the infrared and visible light images and difference image. The cartoon component after total variation decomposition has satisfactory contour information, while the detail information about the texture component is very distinct. Cartoon and texture components after decomposition of infrared and visible light images are selected in the final weighted combination. To extract differential feature information between infrared light images and visible light images, their difference image is also solved. As shown in Fig. 1(h) , the cartoon component of the difference image primarily reflects the differential contour edge information between the two source images. These differential contour 
III. WOLF PACK ALGORITHM-BASED FUSION RULES A. FITNESS FUNCTION OF FUSION-BASED WOLF PACK ALGORITHM
The wolf colony algorithm (WCA), which was proposed by Liu et al. [29] in 2011, abstracts three intelligent behaviors-search, beleaguering and update-according to behaviors in the wolf colony's hunting process. In 2013, Wu and Zhang [30] analyzed the collaborative hunting behaviors of the wolf colony, proposed a new wolf pack algorithm (WPA) and abstracted three intelligent behaviors-wandering, long-range raid and beleaguering, and intelligent rules-''the winner takes it all'' and ''survival of the strongest'', and proved its convergence according to the Markov chain. The wolf pack algorithm has well balanced global and local searching performances and has a better optimizing ability than other swarm intelligence algorithms. The WPA algorithm has been favored by many scholars and experts since it was proposed [31] . Although the WPA algorithm involves more parameters, it is better in the update mechanism, and adaptively improves the step size of various behaviors, and is better in global convergence. The WPA algorithm is selected to optimize the screening of texture and cartoon component weights. The critical problem of the optimization algorithm is the calculation of the fitness function for the WPA algorithm. Regarding the evaluation indicators for image fusion, information entropy and standard deviation are used to measure the image information quantity and contrast ratio; and the edge similarity is used to evaluate the information preservation degree of the edge structure in the fusion result. To preserve the information quantity and edge structures in the fusion result, the production of the main evaluation indicators for infrared and visible light image fusion, that is, information entropy, standard deviation and edge similarity, is employed to define the fitness function of the algorithm. VOLUME 8, 2020 The fusion result is defined as I F : (5) where the value range of the weight coefficients w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 and w 5 is 0-1. The fitness function of the optimization algorithm is solved, and the entropy of the corresponding fusion image is calculated as:
where p i is the probability distribution of the image pixels. The standard deviation of the corresponding fusion image is calculated as follows:
where M and N are image sizes.
Edge similarity is acquired, and it's necessary to calculate edge information quantity of the corresponding fusion image.
Sobel edge operator is used to calculate edge intensity σ I and direction θ I of the source image:
where G i and G j are gradients along the directions i and j. The relative edge intensity σ IF and direction θ IF of the corresponding fusion image are then calculated:
σ F (i, j) is the edge intensity of the fusion image; σ I (i, j) is the edge intensity of the source image; θ F (i, j) is the direction of the source image; and θ I (i, j) is the direction of the fusion image. In the end, edge intensity and directional preservation degree of the corresponding fusion image are calculated:
where parameters such as σ , θ , K σ , K θ , δ σ and δ θ are constants, whose values are set to σ = 0.994, K σ = −15, δ σ = 0.5, θ = 0.9879, K θ = −22 and θ = 0.8 according to [30] . The total edge preservation degree is calculated by the edge intensity and directional preservation degree:
Total edge information can be acquired through the following formula:
After the information entropy, standard deviation and edge similarity are acquired, the final ''fitness function'' of the WPA algorithm can be defined as:
B. OPTIMIZED WEIGHT COMBINATION OBTAINED BY WOLF PACK ALGORITHM BASED ON ADAPTIVE STEP SIZE
After the fitness function is acquired, weight values are used to optimize the wolf pack algorithm. First, the wolf pack is initialized, and the hunting area is set to the N×d Euclidean space, where N is the number of wolf colonies, d is the dimensionality of the variable, and a d value of 5 is applied in this study (determined according to parameters). The maximum number of iterations and maximum scouting times are set to K max and T max , respectively, and each intelligent wolf contains 5 unknown parameters (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 and w 5 ), which represent candidate solutions of the optimal scheme. The fitness function of each wolf is calculated, and the wolf with the maximum fitness function is set as the alpha wolf (position X L and function value Y L ). The wolf with the maximum objective function value, with the exception of the alpha wolf, is set to the scouting wolf, and the exploration formula is expressed as:
where x id is the position of the scouting wolf in d-dimensional space; p is the moving direction of the scouting wolf; and step p a is the scouting step size of d-dimensional space.
In the scouting behavior, the searching direction changes between h and h+1 according to the parity of the number of scouting times. After moving towards the direction p(p =1,2...,h), which is an odd number, the position of the scouting wolf i in d-dimensional space is:
After moving towards the direction p(p = 1, 2, . . . , h), which is an even number, the position of the scouting wolf i in d-dimensional space is:
where rand is a random number within [0,1]; x(i,:) is the current position of the intelligent wolf; and X L is the current position of the alpha wolf. The adaptive step size considers the current positions of the alpha wolf and intelligent wolf for reference. When the intelligent wolf is far from the alpha wolf, the intelligent wolf approaches the alpha wolf with the maximum step size. When the intelligent wolf is close to the alpha wolf, the intelligent wolf approaches the alpha wolf with a small step size. Thus, the convergence rate is accelerating.
The iteration is stopped when the fitness function value Y i of a scouting wolf is greater than the fitness function Y L of the alpha wolf or the number of scouting times reaches T max . When the scouting behavior is executed, the missing global optimal solution by the intelligent wolf is not problematic due to the excessively large step size. The tentative exploration method towards the h or h+1 direction in the scouting behavior guarantees the comprehensive coverage of algorithm searching.
M num intelligent wolves, with the exception of the alpha wolf are randomly selected as cruel wolves, which perform attacking behavior according to the following formula:
where step d b is the attacking step size and g k d is the position of the k+1-generation alpha wolf. As the position of the alpha wolf is changed multiple times after long-time scouting behaviors, if intelligent wolves are only located nearby the alpha wolf, they are summoned to approach the alpha wolf, and the algorithm will be stuck in the local optimum. Cruel wolves are randomly selected among all intelligent wolves, with the exception of the alpha wolf, and they only move forward towards the alpha wolf; thus, the algorithm searching becomes more comprehensive. In the attacking process, when a cruel wolf gets a whiff of the higher food concentration at its position, it will replace the alpha wolf and reselect the cruel wolf for the summoning behavior until the food becomes concentrated where the intelligent wolf is located. This place does not exceed the location of the alpha wolf. The adaptive step size method adopted for the summoning behavior is identical to that adopted for the scouting behavior in equation (19) . When the cruel wolf I undergoes the k+1 (th) iteration, its position in d-dimensional space is:
If Y i of the cruel wolf is greater than Y L of the alpha wolf, set Y i = Y L to perform summoning behavior. If Y i of the cruel wolf is smaller than Y L of the alpha wolf, continue the attacking behavior until d is ≤ d near .
When the cruel wolf units are closely beleaguering to capture the prey, the moving step size adopts the adaptive step size method. For the k (th)-generation cruel pack, the position of prey in the d-dimensional space is set to G k d , and then the beleaguering behavior of the wolf pack can be expressed by the following equation:
''The winner takes it all'' and ''survival of the strongest'' are adopted to update the aloha wolf and weak wolf pack.
The iteration is repeated until the conditions are satisfied, and then the corresponding scheme and function value (namely, final fusion weight w and the corresponding maximum fitness function value) are output.
C. FUSION SCHEME
A flowchart of the proposed algorithm in this study is shown in Fig. 2 . The algorithm primarily consists of the following main steps:
Infrared and visible light image fusion method based on total variation model and wolf pack algorithm
Step 1: input source infrared and visible light images I inf and I vis , and then calculate the corresponding difference image I dif . Operate total variation model decomposition of infrared and visible light images and difference image, and acquire their texture and cartoon components C inf , T inf , C vis , T inf , C dif and T dif ;
Step 2: define the fusion result I F and calculate the standard deviation, entropy and edge similarity of the corresponding source image. Calculate the fitness function of the wolf pack algorithm by formula (16) .
Step 3: weight optimization by wolf pack algorithm (3.1) Initialize position X i of intelligent wolves and their number N in the wolf pack algorithm, maximum number K max of iterations, scaling factor α of scouting wolves, maximum scouting times T max , distance judgment factor ω and scaling factor β of updating;
(3.2) Select the intelligent wolf with the best objective function value as the alpha wolf, mark its position as X L and objective function value as Y L , and regard the S_num intelligent wolf with the maximum objective function value, with the exception of the alpha wolf as the scouting wolf, which will perform scouting behavior according to formulas (18) and (19) until the number of scouting times of each scouting wolf reaches the maximum scouting times T max ;
(3.3) Randomly select M_num cruel wolves from all intelligent wolves, with the exception of the alpha wolf, and then they will initiate an attack towards the prey according to formula (21) . If the cruel wolf gets a whiff of prey, Y i > Y L , set Y L = Y i and the cruel wolf will replace alpha wolf to perform the summoning behavior. If Y i > Y L , the cruel wolf will continue attacking until d is ≤ d near ; (3.4) Update the positions of the intelligent wolves that participate in the beleaguering behavior according to formula (22) , and then execute the beleaguering behavior;
(3.5) Update the position of the alpha wolf and update the wolf pack;
(3.6) Determine whether the maximum number of iterations is reached; if yes, output the position of the alpha wolf, namely, the optimal solution (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 and w 5 ) of the problem, otherwise return to (3.2).
Step 4: substitute the optimal weight coefficient acquired according to formula (5) to acquire the final fusion result.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Core i7-8700 6-core 12-thread CPU is used as the simulation experiment platform in this paper with a graphics card of Geforce GTX1080 6G, memory of 16 GB and PC operating 64-bit Win7 operation system. The programming software is Matlab2014a.
B. DATASETS
We initially perform the quantitative and qualitative comparison of the results of the proposed algorithm with that of other methods. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, five groups of previously registered infrared and visible light images are selected for an experimental comparison. We initially select five typical image pairs, namely, Gun, Soldier, Camp, Bristol Queen's Road and TNO_Athena images.
C. COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART AND PARAMETER SETTINGS
In the comparative experiment process, several infrared and visible light image fusion methods the are commonly employed in the current literature are adopted in this paper for a comparison. The representative infrared and visible image fusion methods are listed as follows: NSCT 1 [32] , FPDE 2 [33] , IFEVIP 3 [34] , LEPLC 4 [35] , TVM 5 [17] , CNN 6 [26] and DLF 7 [36] . The NSCT method is a representative multiscale transform-based method; the FPDE method is a representative subspace-based method; LEPLC is a hybrid multiscale transform and saliency method; TVM and IFEVIP belong to other method classes; and CNN and DLF are representative deep learning-based methods. For parameter setting, the number of decomposed layers is set to 4 for the NSCT transform. ''vk'' is selected for the directional filter in the NSCT decomposition process, while ''pyrexc'' is selected for the decomposition filter; the decomposition directions of the 4 layers are 4, 8, 8 and 16, respectively; and the corresponding fusion rules in [32] are selected. In the wolf pack algorithm, the maximum number of iterations, maximum number of scouting times, initial wolf pack scale, scaling factor of scouting wolves, and scaling factor of updating and distance judgment factor are set to K max = 2000, T max = 20, α = 4, β = 6 and ω = 500, respectively, in the experiment.
D. EVALUATION METRICS
Five objective indicators are introduced to evaluate the results of various fusion algorithms and quantitatively verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Five commonly employed image fusion performance indicators are adopted to evaluate the objective quality of the results obtained by several fusion methods. Fusion indicators include the mutual information evaluation index Q MI , gradient feature evaluation index Q G , image structural similarity evaluation index Q Y , human visual sensitivity evaluation index Q CB and Natural Image Quality Evaluator index Q NIQE .
The mutual information evaluation index Q MI is used to measure the correlation between two images and the information quantity of the source image contained in the final fusion result. MI fusion measurement is defined as
where MI A,F and MI B,F are quantities of information transmitted from infrared and visible light images into the fusion image. The MI between two random variables can be calculated by Kullback-Leibler measurement; its definition is
P I (x) and P F (f ) are edge histograms of the source image I and the fusion image F, respectively. P I,F (x, f ) is a united histogram of the source image I and fusion image F. 2 Available at https://cn.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/ 63570-multisensor-image-fusion-based-on-fourth-order-partial-differentialequations 3 Available at https://github.com/uzeful/Infrared-and-Visual-Image-Fusion-viaInfrared-Feature-Extraction-and-Visual-Information-Preservation 4 Large MI measurement indicates that the quantity of information transmitted from the source image to the fusion image is considerably large and the algorithm has favorable fusion performance.
The gradient-based index Q G is used to measure gradient information that is transmitted from the source infrared image and source visible light image to the final fusion result. This index, which is recorded as Q AB/F , was proposed by Xydeas and Ppetrovic in 2000 [37] ; its definition is
and Q XF (i, j) = Q XF g (i, j) Q XF a (i, j), where Q XF g (i, j) and Q XF a (i, j) are the edge intensity value and direction value at the position (i, j). w is the weight of importance of each source image to the fusion image. A large Q AB/F indicates the large quantity of edge information transmitted to the fusion result. The human visual system is sensitive to structural loss and distortion. Wang et al. [38] proposes a universal quality index that is referred to as the structural similarity index measurement to simulate image loss and distortion. This index primarily consists of three parts: correlation loss, luminance and contrast distortion. The product of the three constituent parts is the evaluation result of the fusion image, which is defined as
where SSIM X,F is the structural similarity between the source image X and the fusion image F. x and f are image blocks of the source image and the fusion image in the sliding window. σ xf is the co-variance between the source image and fusion image. σ x and σ f represent the standard deviations (SD). µ x and µ f are average values of the source image and the fusion image, respectively. C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are parameters that make the algorithm stable. When C 1 = C 2 = C 3 , SSIM is reduced to a universal image quality index. Therefore, the structural similarity between any source image and fusion image can be expressed as
where SSIM A,F and SSIM B,F represent the structural similarity between infrared images and visible light fusion images. The human visual sensitivity index Q CB , which was proposed by Chen and Blum, includes 5 primary steps: filtering of contrast sensitivity, calculation of local contrast ratio, calculation of contrast fidelity, generation of marked feature map and calculation of global quality map., The final indicators are average values in the global quality map; for related details, refer to [39] .
The Natural Image Quality Evaluator index is a nonreference image analysis model that evaluates the quality of an image if the type of fused image distortion is unknown. The smaller is the Q NIQE value, the less is the distortion of the fused image. The indicator is defined as [40] :
where µ 1 and µ 2 represent the mean of the source image multivariate Gaussian model and the multivariate Gaussian model of the fused image, respectively. σ 1 and σ 2 represent the co-variance of the two models.
E. RESULTS ANALYSIS
Contrast images used in the first group of the experiment are Gun images that had been treated by accurate registration; their fusion result is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) shows source visible light images, which are primarily used to acquire texture and detail information in scenarios, including details of the person's face and clothes. Fig. 3 (b) shows source infrared images; their main expression objects are the character's body armor and gun contours according to the sensor characteristics. Fig. 3 (c)-(j) list the fusion results in this paper and those obtained by different contrast methods. From subjective vision, since the source image is severely affected by the night mode and noise, the fusion result has different degrees of distortion. However, However, the algorithm compares NSCT, FPDE, IFEVIP, LEPLC, TVM, CNN, ALF methods to achieve higher definition and contrast. The red rectangular frame in Figure 3 reveals the method. Preserving the edge contour of the source image is recommended. Contrast images used in the second group of the experiment are Soldier images that had been treated by accurate registration, and their fusion result is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows the source visible light images, and Fig. 4(b) shows the source infrared images. Fig. 4 (c)-(j) show the contrast results of the eight methods. From subjective vision, the results are also contaminated by smoke noise. The algorithm is more effective than the NSCT, FPDE, IFEVIP, LEPLC, TVM, CNN, and ALF methods. The information in the red rectangle indicates that the algorithm has better detail and texture information and the target object has higher contrast and sharpness.
Contrast images in the third group of the experiment are Camp images that had been treated by accurate registration. Their fusion result is shown in Fig. 5 information retention. The streetlights and roadside pedestrians remain intact; the billboards have better clarity and contrast; and the total performance is the best. The contrast images in the fifth group of experiments are TNO_Athena images after registration; their fusion results are shown in Fig. 7, where Fig. 7(a) shows the source visible light images and Fig. 7(b) shows the source infrared images, and Fig. 7 (c)-(j) show the result comparisons among the eight fusion methods. The fusion result of our method has certain advantages in contrast ratio and definition with more notable texture detail features. The method presented in this paper To further verify the effectiveness of our method, objective indicators are introduced to evaluate the results obtained by all kinds of fusion algorithms. Five commonly employed image fusion performance indicators are selected in this paper to evaluate the objective quality of the results obtained by several fusion methods: mutual information evaluation index Q MI , human visual sensitivity evaluation index Q CB , image structural similarity evaluation index Q Y , gradient feature evaluation index Q G and Natural Image Quality Evaluator index.
As shown in Table 1 , the objective indicators Q MI , Q G , Q Y , Q CB and Q NIQE of our method are higher than those of the other seven methods, which indicates that the variation model-based infrared and visible light image fusion method can realize an excellent effect on preserving the source image information and edge features. The quantitative experimental results show that each method can obtain better results. The Q Y and Q G indicators of the fusion method, which is based on deep learning, is slightly better in than the other methods, with the exception of our method. The method can better overcome the noise and other interference factors to obtain rich information in the source image with less distortion. Our method is superior to the fusion method, which also uses total variation, as discussed in [17] , which indicates that the fusion rule of the wolf pack algorithm to optimize the weight coefficients of the components in this paper can also obtain an excellent fusion effect. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the running times of eight fusion methods over five image sequences. All images have the size 512 * 380, and each value represents a mean value of the corresponding method run time for the sequence of images. The results show that FPDE, IFEVIP, and LEPLC methods are relatively fast, while CNN, DLF, NSCT, TVM and our methods integrate slower and may not be suitable for monitoring and tracking applications that require realtime convergence. When the partial time cost of fusion is sacrificed, the proposed method has improved the fusion quality with the best comprehensive performance. 
V. CONCLUSION
A total variation model-based infrared and visible light image fusion method that is combined with the wolf pack intelligence optimization algorithm was proposed in this paper. The source infrared image and visible light image and their difference image were decomposed using the total variation model. The wolf pack intelligence optimization algorithm was introduced to solve the fitness function of the wolf pack algorithm according to the entropy, standard deviation and edge similarity of the source infrared and visible light images and determine the combinational weights, which serve as texture and cartoon components, to acquire the final fusion result. While preserving the image edge information, this method has favorable texture detail features with a high contrast ratio and definition. Because the wolf pack intelligence algorithm is time-consuming, the algorithm complexity must be occasionally investigated and improved with high realtime operation requirements. His research interests include image fusion and machine learning. VOLUME 8, 2020 
